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1. One of the main factors that marked the re-established English in England around 
1204 AD was the -------------.

     	--->> fall of Normandy

     	      decline of Celtic

     	      the rise of the middle class

     	      the Norman invasion

2. For about 200 years after the Norman Conquest, ----------- was the language of 
communication of the upper class in England.

     	      Old English

     	--->> French

     	      Anglo-Saxon

     	      Latin

3. ---------- was not a writer of the Middle English period.

     	      Geoffrey Chaucer

     	      William Langland

     	      John Wycliffe

     	--->> William Shakespeare

4. The Middle English period saw the introduction of ----------- as the official language of 
England.

     	      Latin

     	      Canadian

     	      English

     	--->> French

5. The subject-verb-object (SVO) word order pattern was established during the --------- 
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English period.

     	      Former

     	      Middle

     	      Early Modern

     	--->> Old

6. In the early Modern English period, the Midland dialect was spoken in  ----------- 
metropolis.

     	      Oxford

     	      Belfast

     	      Glasgow

     	--->> London

7. --------- was not a factor in the re-establishment of English in England in the 13th 
Century.

     	      history and oral tradition

     	      established literature

     	--->> use of English in politics and law

     	      works of Geoffrey Chaucer

8. The part of England that contributed most to the development of Standard English at 
the beginning of 15th Century was the --------------- district.

     	--->> East Midland

     	      North

     	      West Midland

     	      Welsh

9. ------------ was the most dominant influence on the Middle English vocabulary.

     	--->> French

     	      Old English
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     	      Latin

     	      Anglo-Saxon

10. A more stable system of spelling which began to appear in the 15th century was 
attributable to the works of -------------.

     	      Shakespeare

     	--->> Caxton

     	      Goldsmith

     	      Poitiers
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